


Utsukushiki Tennen (The Great Wonder)
Lyrics: Hagoromo Takeshima

Birdsong 
thrills the air 

as the summit’s gushing waterfall
ripples and swells, 

the sea’s never-fading sound.

Hark ! 
music of the Great Wonder 

bursting freely into melodies
of a God’s 

noble vision.

Suiren (Water-Lilies)
Lyrics: Aki Ikuta

Flowing          water-skin  
moored            water-bed  

    lingering      water-lilies  
pebbles             cluster  

water-bed            drifts  
fisher-men        elsewhere
pebbles         hover above
sound of foot-steps fading.

Yume Dewa (A Dream)
Lyrics: Aki Ikuta

I dreamt 
of a gigantic forest 

surging 
from a cloud

When
out of the blue

I grew
wings

My body
is drifting

in the night sky
bursting asunder.

SIDE 1
1. SUIREN 睡 蓮
2. KAKASHI 案山子
3. KONO YONI YOMERI (SONO 1) このように詠めり（その１）
4. SEMI TORI NO HI セミ取りの日
5. KONO YONI YOMERI (SONO 2) このように詠めり（その 2）

SIDE 2
1. YUME DEWA 夢では
2. UMI NO UE KARA 海の上から
3. UTSUKUSHIKI TENNEN 美しき天然
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Those for whom Music for Commercials (1987)  
remains a major musical reference understand 
the unpredictable versatility of which Yasuaki  
Shimizu is capable in his music. Kakashi,  
which dates from 1982, but sounds as fresh  
as if it had been recorded yesterday, offers  
us the precursor.

On first listen, the work presents itself like 
a like a series of states of mind or, better 
yet, mental landscapes moving from one to the 
next while interpenetrating one another — what  
William James coined a stream of consciousness: 
the ever-changing breath of a soul.

With its meandering saxophones - sometimes 
wailing, sometimes lyrical - resting atop a 
driving beat, offset by the stark contrast of  
a deliberately naive tune, “Suiren” (Water-Lil-
ies) opens the album, and sounds like Shimizu’s 
way of claiming ownership to the terrain that 
follows. There is no aggression in this lively 
cavalcade, only the assertion of a strong yet 
peaceful presence.

After this promising opening, the eponymously named 
“Kakashi” (Scarecrow) transitions into a more 
introspective, uneasy mood, with its ruptured 
melodies, ‘Big Band’ style riffs and a pensive 
tenor saxophone that weaves its way amid a flow 
of sounds conversing with fragments of Miles 
Davis-esque trumpet.

”Kono Yoni Yomeri - Sono 1” (Just Like  
That- Part 1) and “Semi Tori no Hi”  (A Day 
Collecting Cicadas) are the album’s two most 
experimental tracks. Both based on a repetitive 
structure, the first evokes a slightly aching 
melancholy, with its ample layers of sound and 
twinkling melody like drops of liquid metal, 
while the second gives this melancholic yearning 
a more ironic and aloof take, as demonstrated by 
the obsessive rhythmic quartet of saxophone, drum, 
mouthpiece-less clarinet and a final meddling 
of bass clarinet spinning around like a whirl-
ing dervish.

The solo in “Kono Yoni Yomeri – Sono 2” is an 
exhale of pure, emotionless solitude: we are 
born, we die alone, there is no lamenting or 
rejoicing. It’s our condition – that is all.

Following this metaphysical interlude, “Yume 
Dewa” (A Dream) revives “Suiren”s mood. We find 
the same ruptures in rhythm and blurred sounds 
Shimizu is so fond of. Bit by bit, these  
elements outline a theme that emerges from the 
initial chaos, establishing and strengthening 
itself, gaining momentum from a counter melody, 
expanding, and then culminating as melismas of 
brass instruments.

”Umi no Ue Kara” (From Above the sea) is  
a blues track, but one that is unique in  
nature. Its background plainly draws upon  
cultural references other than that of jazz. 
The listless, loose phrasing of this spectacu-
lar Japanese blues does not exude sadness, but 
on the contrary evokes something deeply sooth-
ing, supremely serene, even, like an abandon-
ment of the “ego” that ignites a blaze, a full 
and reflective enjoyment of the world.

Heralded by a double beating of the chanchiki (Japa-
nese gong) and the snare drum, “Utsukushiki 
Tennen” (The Great Wonder), which closes the 
album, provides a striking fanfare, while the 
intervention of a guttural, contorted chant 
repeats with precision.

This track, which evokes Albert Ayler’s lilting 
marches, conjures a scene of freaks in proces-
sion in Winter, after a night spent in a red 
light district. It’s Ensor or Fellini in the 
streets of Gion, grotesque monster masks sway-
ing in every direction and tall red and white  
calligraphed banners whipping against the icy 
wind from the river, suddenly, with a final 
off-key note, vanishing with the dawn: a dream  
or a hallucination.

But one could easily connect many other  
images to this auditory kaleidoscope. For 
Shimizu is foremost a master of pure sound, of 
sound in and of itself, sounds of all natures 
and origins. More informed listeners will asso-
ciate them with musical traditions and various 
instruments--here the count reaches over thirty 
or so. For now, let us indulge in the simple 
pleasure of being transported away by the  
endless stream of sound that is Kakashi.

Patrice Bollon, 2017

Translated by Sabrina Tamar
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Lyrics translated by Johnny Barrett



Say, for example, you drink a cup of tea. A 
breath of nature races around your body, bring-
ing with it a sense of relief and relaxation. 
Such small things are what happiness is made 
of. And important precisely because they are 
small. Take, for example, a futon dried on 
the veranda. Having absorbed the sun’s love, 
it possesses a wonderful warmth and coziness. 
Imagine the happiness of sinking into it. The 
importance of what we take for granted. And 
then there is Kakashi, the scarecrow. Spy-
ing him from the train, standing alone in the 
fields, one is seized by an indescribable feel-
ing, as his lonely loneliness, his Japanese 
wabi-sabi, tugs at the heartstrings. Cheery, 
yet melancholy. 

This is what I’m talking about. This is what 
Yasuaki’s Kakashi is about. The relief of 
drinking a cup of green tea. The coziness of 
a futon on the veranda. The staunch sternness 
of the scarecrow. And a profound nostalgia for 
past and future. All these can be heard in the 
music of Kakashi.

I’ve always sought the marvelous exoticism of 
Japan in music, and that nuance, context, mood, 
can all be found in Kakashi. Which is no small 
thing. Actually pretty impressive.

In 1982, when this album was released, techno 
and New Wave were all the rage. Everyone was 
desperately trying to be edgy. Yet pursuing a 
kind of parallel existence, Yasuaki alone was 
cheerful and relaxed. Making beautiful albums 
like L’Automne à Pékin—albeit with strings—and 
Pierre Barouh’s Le Pollen: loads of laidback, 
leisurely work. 

Then there was Kakashi.

Fundamentally, the approach is hip, in the 
minimal, dub and similar styles popular at 
the time, but a well-digested, refined take on 
these styles that never gets too carried away. 
The tone, which refuses to be overpowered by 
such structures but is simple and complete like 
a haiku, remains consistent throughout the al-
bum. Sometimes it is the sax doing the talking, 
sometimes the clarinet. And sometimes, it’s the 
song. In this exquisite collaboration with the 
late Aki Ikuta, Yasuaki-san takes off full-bore 
in an explosion of his personal music-making 
power.

Celebrating the Kakashi re-release

Soichiro Suzuki, 1992

Translated by Pamela Miki

Studio banter from the 
making of Kakashi

 
Inside the box-like space of a dreary recording 
studio, the recording of Kakashi begins with a 
“Morning. So what shall we do today?” I re-
member it as if it were yesterday. Physically. 
The feel of round, soft, low-frequency balls 
rolling around. A mid-range curtain descending 
slowly from above, twisting, brushing against 
my back. The sounds of the gong sparking my 
synapses, tapping wedges into the hanging air. 
In search of a feel-good feel, I arrange the 
“sounds.” “How shall we put it together?” 

“How about a paper play, with no real meaning?” 
“An eventful journey in ding-ding-ding and 
dong-dong-dong” “Tears in the eyes of a water 
buffalo” “Hermit’s hill” “Let’s just stay right 
here.” “Right then, the old guy’s bass clari-
net, all in one long stroke.” “Oops, the pot’s 
fallen off the shelf.” “What’s with the sugges-
tive sighing?!” “Love the scenery...” “And here 
we have a drum set looking a bit like a bon-
sai.” “But equal temperament is just a slightly 
fancier version of a pentatonic scale, surely? 
Although the sudden key changes are effective.” 
“I can’t live without distortions” “Or fluctua-
tions!” “Hey you! What’s with chopping up the 
tape, this isn’t a sushi shop you know!” “I 
told you, it’s the other way round!” The sounds 
I hear inside me, what do they feel like out-
side? ”You mean you can play the trumpet?” “No 
I can’t.” On the sea there is vapor rising and 
a crescent moon…  
“Morning. So what shall we do today?”

Yasuaki Shimizu 
June 2017


